
Change Proposal – F40/01 (Page 1 of 4) CP No:   749
(mandatory by BSCCo)

Title (mandatory by originator) Formalising confirmation of Exempt Export BM Unit Status
Description of Change (mandatory by originator)
Paragraph K1.5 of the BSC creates a process where any Party which is responsible for a Generating Plant
(other than that whose exports are measured by SVA metering systems) must provide details to BSCCo
stating why the Plant should be treated as Exemptable (as defined in K1.2.2(c)) before taking any steps
under Section K which follow from Exemptable status - BSCCo then taking the appropriate steps to verify
such status and informing the Party of its conclusions.  However, there is presently no formal procedure for
a Party to apply to have its Generating Plant seen as Exemptable for the purposes of the Code, or for BSSCo
to verify whether a Plant should be considered as such and to confirm its decision to the Party concerned.

Proposed Solution(s) (mandatory by originator)
Therefore, this CP proposes to add a new step to BSCP15 (requiring renumbering of the original step 3.1.5
onwards):

Within 20 working days, ‘Where registration is associated with an Export Exempt BM Unit, then the following
steps should be taken:

1) Lead Party to complete BSCP15/4.5 (new pro-forma) and return it to the BSCCo.

2) BSCCo to issue completed pro-forma to Lead Party, copied to CRA/CDCA.
A footnote to the above step would be added as follows:  ”if Exempt Export BM Unit status is required for a
BM Unit that is already registered, step 3.1.5 should be followed.  Other steps in this procedure may not be
required.”

The suggested format of form  BSCP15/4.5 is attached below.

It is also proposed to amend BSCP 31 so that the last paragraph in the input information required section of
step 3.3.4 is replaced with the following text:  ‘Where the Generation Plant is not registered in CRS as an
Exempt Export BM Unit, step 3.1.5 of BSCP 15 should be followed”.

Justification for Change (mandatory by originator) This CP would ensure that there is a formalised standard
procedure for all Parties who wish to have their Generating Plant recognised as an Exempt Export BM Unit and
thus Exemptable for the purposes of paragraph K1.2.2 of the BSC.  It would also provide ELEXON with a written
declaration from Parties outlining why the Plants concerned are Exemptable.

Other Configurable Items Potentially Affected by Proposed Solution(s) (optional by BSCCo)

Impact on Core Industry Documents (optional by originator)

Related Changes and/or Projects (mandatory by BSCCo)



Originator’s Details:

BCA Name… …………………….

Organisation:   ELEXON

Email Address:

Date: 11th February 2002

Organisation……………………………………………………………

Attachments: Y (If Yes, No. of Pages attached: 2)



Declaration of Exemptable BM Unit Status

Party Name: _____________________________________________________________________

Party Id: _____________________________________________________________________

Reason for application:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

BM Unit Id: _______________________________________________________

Date of connection to Total System: ___________________________________________________
Generation Capacity (GC): _______________________________________________________

Demand Capacity (DC): _______________________________________________________

Metering Systems Id: _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Date by which Exemptable BM Unit Status required: _____________________________

Supporting Information (If required)

Please complete the following section if exemption is relating to some of the generator output being consumed by an onsite

demand.

BM Unit Id: _______________________________________________________

Generation Capacity (GC): _______________________________________________________

Demand Capacity (DC): _______________________________________________________
Metering Systems Id: _______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Party to complete to authorise that the above information is correct.

Name of Authorised Signature of Authorised Password:

Signatory: _________________________ Signatory: _________________________  ______________

Date: ______________

Should the above company change ownership a resubmission of Licence Exemption will be need to be completed.



ELEXON Check List  (ELEXON to complete only)

Party Name: _____________________________________________________________________

Applicant has fully completed Declaration of Exemptable Export BM Unit form Yes/No

BSC Registration completed and approved Yes/No*

Validity of Registrations checked (If previous BM Unit has been operating) Yes/No

GC/DC (DC if required) Confirmation via meters Yes/No

Other GC/DC (DC if required) Confirmation via metering Yes/No

Relevant BM Unit to apply to be seen as Exemptable Yes/No

Expected (or historic, as appropriate) net export from the site: ____________________________________

Date of connection to the Total System: ______________________________________________________________

*If company has not completed the registration process you can continue to proceed with the application although status will

not be confirmed until they have successfully registered.

Additional Comments:

______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

ELEXON can see no reason why the above BM Unit should not be treated as an Exempt Export BM Unit, from the information

available.

Name of Authorised Signature of Authorised Date:

Signatory: _________________________ Signatory: _________________________  ______________

OR

ELEXON can see the following reasons why the above BM Unit should not be treated as an Exempt Export BM Unit.

Reasons:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of Authorised Signature of Authorised Date:

Signatory: _________________________ Signatory: _________________________  ______________


	Date by which Exemptable BM Unit Status required:	_____________________________

